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In this Communication it is suggested that various elements of the nonadiabatic coupling matrix,
tjk(s) are created by thesingular nonadiabatic coupling terms of the system. Moreover, given the
spatial distribution of these coupling terms in the close vicinity of their singularity points yields,
according to this approach, the integrated intensity of the field at every point in the region of
interest. To support these statements we consider the conical intersections of the three lower states
of the H1H2 system: From anab initio treatment we obtain the nonadiabatic coupling terms around
each conical intersection separately~at its close vicinity! and having those, create the field at every
desired point employing vector-algebra. This approach is also used to calculate the intensity of the
Curl of those matrix elements that lack their own sources@t13(s) in the present case#. The final
results are compared with relevantab initio calculations. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1691394#

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnitudes to be discussed in the present article are
tq jk , the radial nonadiabatic coupling term andtw jk , the
angular nonadiabatic coupling term~NACT! defined as1

tl jk5 K z jU ]

]l
zkL ; l5q,w; j ~Þk!5$1,...,N%, ~1!

whereq andw are two nuclear, polar coordinates in a plane
and theuzk(seuq,w)&-functions are the eigenfunctions of an
electronic HamiltonianHe(seuq,w),

~He~seuq,w!2uk~q,w!!uzk~seuq,w!&50; k51,...,N. ~2!

Hereuk(q,w) are the electronic eigenvalues andse stands for
the electronic coordinate.

It was verified that any system of electronic eigenfunc-
tions that forms a Hilbert space and for any pair of Cartesian
nuclear coordinates (p,q) the corresponding. NACTs matri-
ces obey the following equation:2

Fpq5
]tp

]q
2

]tq

]p
2@tp ,tq#50 ~3!

known by the name the Curl Condition or the Extended Curl
equation~to distinguish it from the ordinary Maxwell Curl
equation!. This equation was proved to exist,approximately,
also for a group of states that forms a Hilbert subspace at

given regions.3 The extended Curl equation is discussed fre-
quently in the literature and will not be elaborated here.4–7

Equation~3! as applied for a Hilbert subspace is one of the
subjects in the present study.

II. THEORETICAL COMMENTS AND APPLICATION

The motivation for this article is as follows: A model is
assumed, based on the Hellmann–Feynman theorem,8 ac-
cording to which the NACTs at every point are the outcome
of degeneracy between electronic adiabatic eigenstates.
Therefore, keeping in mind this model, they are expected to
have their origin at points of conical-intersections~ci!.9 The
configuration space we treat in this article is formed by fix-
ing the distance of two~out of three! atoms and let the third
atom move freely on a surface, in this case a plane~formed
by the fixed positions of the two other atoms!. Numerical
studies indicated that the cis in a given plane are connected
to cis of the other~parallel! planes byseamswhich according
to our model are assumed to beperpendicularto the planes.
The seams in our model play the role of infinitesimal narrow,
infinite longsolenoidsin the theory of electromagnetism and
therefore the NACTs~like vector potentials! are assumed to
possess only (x,y) components and a negligiblez-compo-
nent. Indeed relatively smallz-components were detected,
for instance, by Yarkony in the case of H2O.10

Thus, in our forthcoming numerical study we concen-
trate only on the planar components, namely, on the (x,y)
components of the NACTs.

In this article we show, by analyzingab initio results,
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that NACTs are formed at the ci-points of the system@imma-
terial if they are formed due to their own cis, i.e., the (j , j
11) NACT by the (j , j 11) ci—or by fields due to other
NACTs# and therefore their spatial distribution isa priori
determined at these ci-points. In other words, sources for the
NACT field can be assumed to be located at the ci points and
the value of any NACT obtained in anab initio calculation,
is likely to be, approximately, reproduced either by straight-
forward vector-algebra~related to its original ci points! or by
first deriving the relevant extended Curl-equation and then
~eventually! solve it.4 In this article we present results
~namely NACTs and/or Curl of NACTs! due to vector alge-
bra as will be described next.

Recently we conducted a detailed study of the H1H2

system. Portions of this study were already published11,12and
other parts are to be published soon. The main outcome of
this study is that the three lower states of the H1H2 system,
namely, the 12A8, 2 2A8, and 32A8 form a Hilbertsubspace
at finite regionsin configuration space~around theD3h ci!.
The system was treated for situations where two hydrogens
are held fixed at a given distance,RHH , and the third hydro-
gen with the coordinates (q,w), serves as a test-particle to
search for the cis. This approach differs significantly from
other approaches,6~a!,13 which treat all the atoms equivalently,
and has the advantage of being, straightforward, simple and,
numerically, less time consuming. Its ability to expose all the
cis for a given system was recently mentioned by Han and
Yarkony.7~b! Also, our results are in agreement with those
reported by Mielkeet al.15~b! which were published simulta-
neously with our preliminary article.11~a!

We report on a numerical study for a plane determined
by fixing RHH50.74 Å. The NACTs are calculated as a func-
tion of (q,w) with respect to some origin. The study is car-
ried out along various closed circles with fixed radiiq, cen-
tered at various cis. The results, whether being NACTs or the
Curl related to NACTs, are presented as a function ofw. We
just mention that the NACTs were obtained employingMOL-

PRO and all other details related to the quantum chemistry
calculations can be found in Refs. 11~a! and 12.

The three lower states of the H1H2 system are charac-
terized by three cis: one ci, to be labeled as the~1,2! ci
because it couples the first and the second states of the sys-
tem, is a D3h ci which is located at the equilateral
position11~a!,14,15and the two other cis, to be labeled as a~2,3!
ci because they couple the second and the third states of the
system, areC2v cis @Ref. 11~a!# located on the two sides of
the symmetry line as shown, for instance, in Fig. 1. These cis
are for the~0.74, 0.74, 0.48 Å! configuration and for the
~0.74, 0.48, 0.74 Å! configuration.12 The third ci, for the
~0.48, 0.74, 0.74 Å! configuration, is found on a different
plane, formed by fixingRHH50.48 Å.

The general 333 t-matrix contains three~different! ma-
trix elementst12, t23, and t13. Out of these,t13 is not
formed directly by a ci because nonadjacent states~those
forming the off-tridiagonal elements! like the first and the
third states are incapable of producing a ci.

To prove ~numerically! the relevance of the above as-
sumed model we concentrate, in this article, on two aspects.
~a! We show howt23(q,w), the ~2,3! NACT-field is formed,

approximately, by vector algebra from its twovirgin ~i.e.,
unperturbed! fields as calculated in the vicinity of each of the
two ~2,3! cis.4,16 ~b! We show thatt13(q,w), the ~1,3!
NACT-field, is formed through the interaction between the
~1,2! and ~2,3! NACT-fields.16

To derive thet23-field we refer to the angular compo-
nents, i.e., to thetw23(w23uq23)-functions, each along its own
circle that surrounds the respective~2,3! ci for a very small
radius, i.e.,q23;0.02 Å @to make sure that these are as close
as possible to thevirgin, tw23(w23uq23;0) functions#. Next
we make two assumptions:~a! theangularcomponent of this
virgin field does not posses aq-dependence;~b! the radial-
component of~the virgin! t23 is zero ~a result that can be
verified numerically!. The functiontw23(w23uq2350.02 Å) is
presented in Fig. 1 and is seen to have a double hump which
is a typical shape for an elliptic~virgin! NACT.17 It is im-
portant to mention that the second~2,3! ci located on the
other side of the symmetry line~see Fig. 1! produces an
identical angular NACT but with anoppositesign.

Having thevirgin angular components of the twot23’s
we are now in position, employing vector-algebra, to form
the values oftw23(wuq) andtq23(wuq) at any pointP(q,w)
on this plane with respect to an arbitrary center of coordi-
nates. To achieve this aim we consider a ci located at a point
(qj 0 ,w j 0) and having its virgin angular distributionf j (w j )
defined with respect to its ci-point. Iftw(wuq) andtq(wuq)
are the relevant values due to this ci as calculated with re-
spect to the introduced origin then it was shown,4,16

FIG. 1. The angular componenttw23(w23uq23) of the ~2,3! nonadiabatic
coupling term of the H1H2 system as calculated forRHH50.74 Å along a
circle of radiusq2350.02 Å. Circular dots designate the two fixed hydro-
gens, the square designates the~1,2! D3h ci and the diamonds the two
symmetrical~2,3! C2v cis. The circle surrounding the~2,3! ci is the circular
contour along whichtw23(w23uq23) is calculated. The straight line perpen-
dicular to the HH axis connects the midpoint between the two hydrogens
and theD3h ci point.
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tq~q,w!52 f j~w j !
1

qj
sin~w2w j !,

~4!

tw~q,w!5 f j~w j !
q

qj
cos~w2w j !,

whereqj andw j given in the form

qj5A~q cosw2qj 0 cos~w j 0!21~q sinw2qj 0 sinw j 0!2,
~5!

cosw j5
q cosw2qj 0 cosw j 0

qj
,

are the coordinates ofP(q,w), with respect to the position of
the ci. In case we have two or more cis contributing to this
field we simply add up the relevant components in Eqs.~4!
~see Fig. 2!.

For our present study we produce the two components of
t23(wuq) along circles with various radii,q, centered at the
~1,2! ci. The results fortl23(wuq); l5w,q are shown in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for q50.2 Å and in Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!;
for q50.35 Å. For comparison are presented the correspond-
ing values as calculated byMOLPRO. In general an encourag-
ing fit is obtained although it is somewhat damaged along the
angular rangew5$135,225°%. This angular range is in the
region where the t12-NACT interacts strongly with
t23-NACT @Refs. 11~a! and 12# and therefore the assumption
that t23 is not affected by external NACTs is only partially
fulfilled. Still altogether the fit is good enough to show that

the two components oft23 are, indeed, formed from the re-
spectivetw23-virgin distributions as calculated from Eqs.~4!
and ~5!.

The second part of the study is devoted tot13. Since it is
not formed, directly, by any ci~because two nonadjacent
adiabatic states cannot become degenerate! we suggested the
possibility that it is formed via the corresponding~1,3! Curl
matrix element.4 Considering the~1,3! component of Eq.~3!
we get the following expression for the (q,w) component of
~Maxwellian! Curl t13:

]tq13

]w
2

]tw13

]q
5~tw12tq232tq12tw23!5@t12Ãt23#. ~6!

According to this equation, the (q,w) component of Curlt13

is presented as a vector product betweent12 andt23. There-
fore the required Curlt13 components are calculated in two
different ways:~1! By deriving from MOLPRO the required
values oftl13(wuq); l5w,q and then producing,numeri-
cally, the relevant derivatives to form the respective Curl
@i.e., the left-hand side of Eq.~6!#. ~2! By deriving from
MOLPRO the relevant components oft12 and t23 and then
forming the required vector product@i.e., the right-hand side
of Eq. ~6!#. The calculations were done along two circles
with radii q50.2, 0.35 Å centered~as before! at the ~1,2!
D3h . The corresponding results are presented in Figs. 3~c!
and 3~f!, respectively. As is noticed the fit is, essentially,
perfect.

Having this interesting result encouraged us to try to
reconstruct the (q,w) component of Curlt13 employing the
unperturbedvalues oft12 and t23 obtained from the corre-
sponding virgin distributions calculated at the closed vicinity
of each of their corresponding cis@the~1,2! and the two~2,3!
cis#. The use of the virgin distributions for this purpose was
analyzed in a previous publication4 and here these ideas are
implemented for the first time. This procedure is expected to
succeed if the components oft12 andt23, are not damaged
too much by each other—an assumption which is fulfilled
only in part.

From previous studies we know that the virgin shape of
tw12(wuq) is on the average a constant~50.5! ~Refs. 11, 12,
14! and it holds, as long asq—the radius of the circle around
~1,2! D3h ci—is not too close to the~2,3! cis. As for the
radial component, based onab initio calculations,11~b! it is
known to be, not only relatively small, but also oscillating
around zero and therefore we assumed it, throughout the nu-
merical treatment, to betq12(wuq)50.0. As for the compo-
nents of the unperturbedt23(wuq) components we employ
the ones that are presented in Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, 3~d!, and 3~e!.
Once having the unperturbed values oft12 andt23, the func-
tion Curl t13 is calculated employing Eq.~6! along the pre-
viously mentioned two circles and is presented in Figs. 3~c!
and 3~f! in terms of the third curve in each case.

A good fit is obtained for the smallerq-value where the
circle is relatively far from the two~2,3! cis @see Fig. 3~c!#.
In other words it is seen that the unperturbed~1,2! and~2,3!
NACTs are, indeed, responsible for the~1,3! Curl equation.
A somewhat less satisfying fit is obtained for the circle with
the largerq(50.35 Å)—see Fig. 3~f!. Whereas a reasonable
agreement is achieved as long asw is outside the angular

FIG. 2. The zoom-in picture of the upper part of Fig. 1 to show the various
vectors for constructing thew- and theq-components of the unperturbed
t23(wuq) nonadiabatic coupling term along a circle centered at theD3h ci.
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intervalw5@135,225°#, it fails along this interval. The reason
is directly associated with the assumption thattw12(wuq)
;0.5. From previous studies we know that for a large circle
that surrounds also the~2,3! cis this assumption breaks down
in particular along this angular range@see, e.g., Fig. 2~d! in
Ref. 12#, due to the strong interaction betweent12 andt23.
More about this subject and how to correct for this mishap
will be discussed elsewhere.

III. SUMMARY

In this short article we proved numerically that the spa-
tial distribution of the NACTs in a given region is created
solely at the ci points in that region and the rest is just a
matter of vector-algebra. The numerical treatment is carried
out with respect to the three lower states of H3 . The vector-
algebra results were compared withab initio results and were
found to reproduce them very nicely.
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